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Abstract 
Geroldinger, A. and F. Halter-Koch, On the asymptotic behaviour of lengths of factorizations, 
Journal of Pure and Applied Algebra 77 (1992) 239-252. 
For an integral domain R and a non-zero non-unit a E R we denote by I,(a) the minimal and by 
I*(a) the maximal length of a factorization of a into irreducible elements. In this paper, the 
quantities kl,(a”) and &[*(a”) are studied for n+w, in particular for Krull and certain 
noetherian domains. 
1. Introduction and preliminaries 
Throughout this paper, a monoid H is a multiplicative commutative and 
cancellative semigroup with unit element 1 E H; N” denotes the group of 
invertible elements of H. We use the notions of divisibility theory as introduced in 
[lo, Section 61; 52(H) denotes the set of irreducible elements of H. For a subset 
U C H, we denote by [U] the submonoid of H generated by U. For a E [U] we 
set 
U, = {u E U ( u” = uu2 . . . . uk for some n E N,, u2, . . . , uk E U} , 
and, if a#l, 
I,(a, U) = min{kE N, ( a = u, . . . : uk, ui E U} , 
f*(u, U) = sup{k E IV, 1 a = u, . . . . . Uk, ui E U} . 
If a” # 1 for all n E IV,, we study the quantities 
~.+(a, U) = inf 
1 
b /,(a”, U) 1 n EN, 
I 
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and 
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/Lcc*(a,U)=sup ;l*(a”,U)JnEN+ . 
1 I 
Obviously, 
and if there is a relation 1 = n, . . . . . uk, where k E N, and u, E U, then 
/LL*(u, U) = 00. 
If R is an integral domain, we denote by R’ = R\(O) its multiplicative monoid, 
and we set R” = R’“. If R is atomic and a E R’\R”, then the quantities 
P.,(U) = ~*(a, WR’)) and p*(a) = Al. *(a, Oll(R’)) 
were studied by Anderson and Pruis [2]. They proved that 
/-G(Q) = ;im ; Uant a@‘)), p*(a) = iiim+ ; 1*(u”, %(R’)) 
and that, given any 0 5 (Y 5 19 p - = 00, there exists an integral domain R and an 
irreducible element u E R’ such that p*(u) = (Y, p*(u) = p. Furthermore, it was 
conjectured that p*(u) and p*(a) are positive rational numbers, if R is either a 
Krull domain or a noetherian domain. 
In this paper, we settle the conjecture of Anderson and Pruis for Krull domains 
(Theorem 6) and for certain classes of noetherian domains (Theorems 7, 9 and 
Corollary 8). We show by an example that, for noetherian domains in general, the 
conjecture has to be modified. Furthermore, we prove that given positive rational 
numbers cu,p such that LY 5 15 /3, there exists a Dedekind domain R with finite 
class group and an irreducible element u E R’ such that p*(u) = (Y and p*(u) = p 
(cf. Section 4). 
2. p, and p* in monoids 
Theorem 1. Let H be a monoid, U C H, a E [U] and a” # 1 for all n E N+. 
(i) ~*(a, U) = /im_ A . I,(a”, U); 
(ii) ~*(a, U) = /$= t . Z*(d, U). 
Proof. (i) For n E N + , we set CY, = ;/,(a”, U). If m,n EN,, then 
(m + ~)cx,+, = I*(u~+~, U) 5 Z*(um, U) + /,(a”, U) = ma, + rq 
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and 
ck! mn = & I*(tF, U) 5 & mZ*(a”, U) = a, . 
If p > ~.+.(a, U) is an arbitrary real number, then there exists an index N z- 1 such 
that (Ye < p, and we claim that a,, < p for all sufficiently large n E N, . Indeed, if 
n 2 N, then y1= qN + r with q,r E N and r < N. By the above formulae we have 
nay, 5 qNcu,, + ra, I (n - r)aN + ra, = n(~~ + r(ay, - (Ye) , 
whence 
for sufficiently large n, since r(a, - (Ye) takes only finitely many values. 
(ii) Similar. 0 
The proof of Theorem 1 is just that of Theorem 3 in [2]. 
The following Theorem 2 gives the combinatorial reason for p* and p* to be 
positive rational numbers, provided that some finiteness conditions are fulfilled. 
Its proof uses geometric ideas, and therefore we introduce the following nota- 
tions. 
For TEN+, we write the elements of N’ in the form n = (n,, . . . , n,); we set 
InI = a1 + . . * + n,, and for m,n E N’, we define rns n by m, 5 ni for all i E 
(1,. . . , r} ; then (fV, +, 5) is an ordered monoid. We shall frequently use the 
fact that every subset 0 # M C N’ has only finitely many minimal points (with 
respect to s), cf. [3, Theorem 9.181. 
Theorem 2. Let H be a monoid, I/ C H a subset and a E [U] such that U, is finite 
and a”#lfor aZlnEN+. Then there exist positive integers N, and N* such that 
for all mEN+ 
/J*(a, u> = & l*(aN*m, u> E Q>, 
,u*(a, U) = && l*(uN*m, U) . 
If there is no relation 1 = u, ’ . . . . uk, where k E N, and ui E U, then 
P*(a, U) E Q,“. 
Proof. (1) We first deal with p.+. Suppose that U, = { ul, . . . , u,} and define 
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f : N’-+ H by f(n) = u:’ . . . urr. Then the set 
r = {n E N’ ) f(n) = ak for some k E IV} 
is a submonoid of N’ with the property that m,n E r, m L n implies m - n E r. 
Therefore, r is generated by the minimal points of r\(O), say n(l), . . . , n(‘) 
(t 2 1). 
By definition, 
[*(f(n), U) 5 (nj for all nE T ; 
for iE{l,. . , t}, we set 
f(n(j)) = akl and Z,(akl, II) = Zi , 
where ki,Zi E N,. Now we assert that, for any k E IV+, 
(*> Z*(ak, 17) = min i g,E, ) gi EN, i glki = k 
i 
i=l i=l 
I 
. 
For the proof of (*) observe that, given g,, . . . , g, E IV such that zf=, g,k, = k, 
we obtain 
ak = k (akl)gl 
1=I 
and therefore 
Z,(ak, U) S i giZ.+(akl, U) = i glZ, . 
i=l i=l 
Now let m E N’ be such that f(m) = ak and Z,(ak, U) = \m[. Since m E r, we 
obtain 
m = i gin(‘) , 
i=l 
where gi E N, and since 
ak =.f(i gin”‘) = g (ak’)gc, 
we obtain k = C:=, glki. Now (*) follows from the inequality 
i gili = i gil*(ak2, U) 5 i giJnCi)J = /ml = Z,(ak, U) . 
i=l i=l i=l 
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From (*) we infer, for any k E N, , 
2 inf i y,Z, ) yi E Rzo, 
1 
i y,k; = I} . 
i=l i=l 
We assert that the latter infimum equals 
Indeed, by [4, Section 2, 1.71, the function G(y) = c:=, y,l, considered on the 
polyhedron 
y,20 )...) y,lO, i Yik, = ’ 
takes its minimum at one of the edges y”’ = (0, . . , 0,l ik,, 0, . . . , 0), and since 
G(y”‘) = lilkj, the assertion follows. 
Suppose that min{l,lk, ( 15 i I t} = l,lk,. Then we obtain, on the one hand, 
on the other hand, if n = kjm for some m E N,, then 
n = k,m = i g,k, , 
i=l 
where (g ,,..., g,)=(O ,..., O,m,O ,..., 0), and hence l,(a”, U) s ljm, which 
implies kl,(a’*, U) 5 Ii/k,. Putting N, = k,, the assertion follows. 
(2) Precisely as in (l), we obtain 
p”(a, u) = & * f*(2-, U) 
for some N*EN+ and all rn~N+. To complete the proof, we assume that 
n,,..., n,r?N and ~y~-..:u:?=l imphesn,=..-=n,=O. For NEN,, we 
consider the set 
r = {(n,, . . . , n,) E N’ ( uy . . . . + tq = a”} . 
By assumption, the elements of r are pairwise incomparable. Hence r consists 
only of minimal points and is therefore finite. Since 
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/*(aN, U) = max{]n] )n E r} , 
we obtain ~*(a, U) E Q,,. 0 
We shall reduce more complicated situations to Theorem 2 by means of 
appropriate monoid homomorphisms a : H+ @, where H satisfies the assump- 
tions of Theorem 2 and a satisfies some finiteness conditions which we describe by 
means of a local version of Davenport’s constant, cf. [8, Section 31. 
Definition. Let a : H+ f? be a monoid homomorphism, U C Q(H), 0 c %(I?), 
1 FdU C [I??] and 1 # a E [U]. Then we define 
D(a”,,, a) = sup{l*(aU, 0) 1 u E U,} . 
Proposition 3. Let a : H-+ fi be a monoid homomorphism, U C %1(H), U C 
%(I?), l$&wC[U], lfaE[U], and suppose that the following conditions are 
fulfilled: 
(1) if ul, . . . , uk E U,, n EN, and aa” = du, . . . . du,, then there exist 
u;, . . ) u; E U, such that u” = u; . . . . . u;. 
(2) W,,,, a> < 00. 
(3) U,, is finite. 
Then there exist positive integers N, and N* such that, for all m E FV + , 
p*(a, u> = & . L(aN*m, U) E Q>,, > 
* 
p*(t2, U) = $--m . l*(aNem, U)EQ>“. 
Proof. If uEU,, then ~uE[.??], and if du=u,...:ti, with tii~fi, then we 
infer tij E Ua, and m I D(d,,,, a) < ~0. Hence the set aL.7, is finite. By (l), we 
obtain /,(a”, U) = I,( a”, U,) = l,(&z”, aU,> and therefore also ~*(a’, U) = 
p .( &z”, a U,). Applying Theorem 2 for &z E [a U,] C f?, the assertion concerning 
p* follows. For p*, we argue as above and observe that there is no relation 
l-ii;... .U,,, with rnEkJ+ 
We mention a special but 
Proposition 3 are fulfilled. 
and U, E au,, since aU, C [%(I?)]. 0 
important case in which conditions (1) and (2) of 
Proposition 3A. Let 61: H+ I? be a monoid homomorphism, U C Q(H), U C 
Q(H), l$?‘aU and a[U] =[a]. A ssume that u,u E [U] and au = au implies 
uEuHx. 
Then condition (1) of Proposition 3 is fulfilled, and if moreover a is surjective, 
then D(a,,,, u) = 1 for all lf a E [I/]. 
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Proof. Obvious. 0 
Next we give a quite general criterion for the sets U, to be finite. Recall that a 
monoid H is called reduced, if H ’ = {l} ; a submonoid H, C H is called saturated 
(inH),ifa,bEH,,cEHanda=bcimpliescEH,.AmonoidHissaidtohave 
nearly unique factorization if H = [H” U Q(H)] and, up to associates, all but 
finitely many u E Q(H) are prime [S, Definition 31. 
Proposition 4. Let fi be a reduced monoid having nearly unique factorization, and 
let H C I? be a saturated submonoid. Then H = [Q(H)], and for every a E H\{ l}, 
Q(H), is a finite set (i.e., there exist only finitely many irreducible elements of H 
dividing some power a”). 
Proof. Assume first that fi is finitely generated, say fi = [ ql, . . . , q,]. In this case 
it suffices to prove that H is also finitely generated; for then there exists a minimal 
generating set U of H, and since H is reduced, we conclude U = 021(H). 
We define a monoid homomorphism f : N” + H by 
f(n,, . . . , n,Y) = 41’ . . . . 4,“’ ; 
f is surjective, and f -l(H) is a saturated submonoid of NJ”. By [ll, Beispiel 51, 
f-‘(H) possesses a divisor theory, and by [ll, Satz 11, f-‘(H) is finitely 
generated. Therefore, H = f( f -l(H)) is finitely generated. 
Now we deal with the general case. Let P be the set of all prime elements of I?, 
and %(I?)\P = {q,, . . . , q,}. For pl, . . . , p, E P, we consider the monoid 
which is a saturated submonoid of [pl, . . . , p,, ql, . . . q,]. Obviously, every 
UEH lies in some H(p, ,..., p,), and if aEH(p, ,..., p,), u=bc with 
b,c E H, then also b,c E H(p,, . . , p,); therefore, all irreducible elements 
of H dividing some power u” already are in H(p,, . . . , p,). Replacing I? by 
[PI,... 7 P,? 41,. . . > q,] and H by H(p,, . . . , p,), the assertion follows. 0 
Corollary 5. Let H be a Krull monoid, U C a(H) and 1 #a E [U]. Then the 
assertions of Proposition 3 hold. 
Proof. By [13, Satz 11, H possesses a divisor theory a : H + S(P), where S(P) is 
the free abelian monoid generated by P. We apply Proposition 3 for a : H- I? = 
aH C SF(P) and l? = alJ. Since C? is a divisor theory, au = du implies u E uH x, and 
fi C S(P) is a saturated submonoid. By Proposition 3A, conditions (1) and (2) of 
Proposition 3 are fulfilled; the set oa, is finite by Proposition 4. 0 
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3. p, and p* in integral domains 
The following theorem settles the conjecture of Anderson and Pruis for Krull 
domains. 
Theorem 6. Let R be a Krull domain, U C Q(R’) and 1 # a E [U]. Then the 
assertions of Proposition 3 hold. 
Proof. By 113, Satz 51, R’ is a Krull monoid, and the assertion follows from 
Corollary 5. 0 
Next we consider an ideal-theoretical condition on an integral domain R which 
forces the conclusions of Proposition 3. We denote by 9(R) the (reduced) monoid 
of invertible ideals of R. 
Theorem 7. Let R be an integral domain and suppose that 9(R) has nearly unique 
factorization. Zf U C %(R’) and 1 # a E [U], then the assertions of Proposition 3 
hold. 
Proof. We set H = R’, Z? = {aR ( a E R’} C 9(R), and we apply Proposition 3 for 
d : H-+ fi, defined by aa = aR, and 0 = a U. By Proposition 3A, conditions (1) 
and (2) of Proposition 3 are fulfilled. Since 9(R) has nearly unique factorization 
and I? C 9(R) is a saturated submonoid, the sets I!?,, are finite by Proposition 
4. cl 
Corollary 8. Let R be an order in an algebraic number field K with maximal order 
R,. Let F be the conductor of R in R, and suppose that for every prime ideal P of 
R with F C P there is only one prime ideal P of R, such that P C P. 
Then the assertions of Proposition 3 hold. 
Proof. By [12, Korollar zu Satz 21, 9(R) h as nearly unique factorization and 
Theorem 7 applies. 0 
Theorem 9. Let R be a noetherian domain, R its integral closure in some quotient 
field of R, a=(R’ -I?‘) the embedding, U C %(R’) and 1 #a E [U]. 
(i) Suppose that there exists an integer m zz 1 such that every u E U, divides am ; 
then D(ao,Q(E.j, a) <m. 
(ii) Zf D(au,9/cR.j, a) < 0~ and (Rx : R “) < 00, then the assertions of Proposition 
3 hold. 
Proof. By the Mori-Nagata Theorem [5, Theorem 4.31, R is a Krull domain, and 
by [13, Satz 51, R l is a Krull monoid. 
(i) We consider the homomorphism 
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where n-* is the canonical epimorphism, and we set a* = a*a E H*. By [7, 
Theorem 11, H* is isomorphic to a saturated submonoid of a free abelian monoid, 
and by Proposition 4 the set %(H*),* is finite. Since there is no relation 
1= UT . . . . . uk* with k E N, and UT E %(H*), Theorem 2 implies Z*(U*~) < ~0. 
If u E U, and au = ur . . . . . ud, where ui E %(R’), then u 1 urn, and therefore 
a*u = n*ul . . . . . n-*ud 1 a*“. Since n*u, E %(H*), we infer d /*(a**), and 
therefore D(av,QcR.), a) 5 I*(a*m) <x. 
(ii) We consider the homomorphism 
a: R’ --%R~“_H=R’IR”. 
where rr is the canonical epimorphism, and we set a = aa E fi. We apply 
Proposition 3 for a and 0 = “U(H). Since u E R l is irreducible if and only if 
mu E l?. we obtain 
Condition (1) of Proposition 3 is satisfied by Proposition 3A, and therefore it 
suffices to prove that Z?, is finite. To do this we consider the canonical epimor- 
phism + : I% H*. Obviously, GT* = io 7~, and 0, = F’Q(H*),,. Since 
(Rx : Rx)-, 6 has finite fibres, and since %!(H*),, is finite, the assertion 
follows. 0 
By [14, Theorem 71, every noetherian domain satisfying the assumptions of 
Theorem 9 has the finite factorization property. However, this is not necessary for 
the validity of the conjecture of Anderson and Pruis, as the following example 
(introduced in [l]) shows. 
Example 10. The ring R = [w + XC[X] is noetherian, and Z? = @[Xl is its integral 
closure. We apply Proposition 3 with H = R’, I? = R’IR”, U = Q(H), if? = %(I?) 
and the canonical homomorphism a : H- I?. Since R = R . l? x, d satisfies condi- 
tions (1) and (2) of Proposition 3. J? is a free abelian monoid, and therefore also 
(3) is satisfied. 
For noetherian domains in general, the conjecture of Anderson and Pruis has at 
least to be modified, as the following example shows. 
Example 11. Let R = Z[V’?‘], U = Q(R) and a = 2. The integral closure of R is 
the Dedekind domain R = Z[ 4 (1 + v’?)], and P = ( $ (1 + %‘?)) is a prime ideal 
of R satisfying PP = 2R with p = (i (1 - fl)). For n E M + we obtain 
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where a,,,b,EZ and a,,sb,=l mod2. If u,=a,+b,V? and U,= 
a, - b,,fl, then the ideal theory of l? shows that all divisors of u, and U, in I? 
do not belong to R. Therefore, they are irreducible in R, and u,U, = 2? This 
implies 1*(2”+*) = 2 and hence ~.,(2, a(R)) = 0. 
4. A realization theorem 
If U is the set of all irreducible elements of a monoid or an integral domain, 
then we shall write p*.,(a), p*(a) instead of p,(a, U), p*(a, U). In this section 
we shall realize certain pairs (cr, /3) of positive rational numbers as values 
(p*(a), p*(a)), h w ere a belongs to a domain of a special kind (e.g., a Dedekind 
domain with finite class group). 
We start by proving a realization theorem for block semigroups, from which the 
ring-theoretical result follows at once. It turned out that block semigroups play a 
central role in the theory of Krull monoids [7, Theorem 21 and in the study of 
lengths of factorizations [6, Proposition 11. For convenience, we recall the 
necessary definitions. 
Let G be an (additively written) abelian group, G, C G a subset and 9(Gg) the 
(multiplicatively written) free abelian monoid with basis G,. The elements 
B E 9(G,,) have a unique representation in the form 
where u,(B) E iV and u,(B) = 0 for all but finitely many g E G,,. B is called a 
block, if 
c u,(B).g=OEG. 
fi E q, 
The set B(G,) of all blocks B E %(G,) is a saturated submonoid of 9(G,,) and is 
called the block semigroup over G,; it is a reduced Krull monoid, and CB(G,,) = 
B(G) n S(G,,). For B E %‘(G,), we denote by L(B) the set of all r E N, such 
that B has a factorization B = B, . . . . B, into irreducible blocks B, E %‘(G,). 
Proposition 12. For every pair (a, p) of positive rational numbers satisfying 
(Y 5 15 p, there exists a finite abelian group G and an irreducible block A E S’(G) 
such that (P*(A), P*(A)) = (a, P). 
Proof. We suppose that 
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where m,n,,n; E N, and 2~ n1 5 m 5 n;, and we set 
n2 = 2n; -2(n, - 1) 
For kcN+, let C, be the cyclic group with k elements; we shall perform our 
construction with the abelian group 
G= C”-‘@C;;-l 
Suppose that G = (g,, . . . , g,,_,, h,, . . . , hnp-, ) , where ord( gi) = m, ord(hj) = 
2m, and set 
go = -c&T1 + . . . + &-I) ? h, = -(h, + * - * + hn*_J . 
We set 
and we claim that the block 
?I-1 n*-1 
A= JJ gi* JJ hj.(go+ho)E~(Go) 
i=l i=l 
has the required properties. 
We proceed in four steps in which we shall prove the following assertions: 
(1) The irreducible blocks of ?B(G,) are the following ones: 
n*-I 
A, D,=(g,+h,)“. n h;, D,=(g,,+h,,)2m, 
j=l 
Bi=g” (i=l,...,nl-l), 
Cj=h;” (j=l,...,n,-1). 
(2) If r E N, , then 
L(A’) = {s + nlsl +2&s, 1 s,s1,s2 EN, r = s + (sl + 2s,)m} . 
(3) If r E N,, then min L(A’) = r - (m - nl)* [r/m], and p..+(A) = n,lm. 
(4) If rEN+, then max L(A’) = r + 2(n; - m)* [r/2m], and p*(A) = n;lm. 
Proof of (1). Obviously, A, D,, D,, Bi and C, are irreducible blocks. 
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Let E E %I(G,) be irreducible, and u = u~~,+~~~(E). If u = 0, then E E 
{B,, . . . , B,,-p c,, . . . > Cn2-1h since there is no non-trivial relation between 
g,, . . . > g,,-,, h,, . . . > 4-v If u 2 2m, then D, 1 E and therefore E = D2. If 
u = m, then u,(E) = 0 and u,~,(E) = m for all i, j, whence E = D,. If 0 < v < 2m, 
u # m, then ug (E) r 1 and uh,(E) 2 1 for all i, j; hence A 1 E, which implies 
E=A. ’ 
Proof of (2). Every factorization of A’ into irreducible blocks has the form 
II-1 nz-I 
A’ = A”@,‘@. n B:’ . fl C’II , 
1-l j=l 
where s,s,,s,,t,,uj E N satisfy the equations 
U go+h,,(A’) = r = s + ms, + 2ms, , 
ug(Ar)=r=s+mt, (i = 1,. . . , n, - 1) , 
u,(A’)=r=s+ms,+2muj 
I 
(j=l,,..,n,-1). 
These are equivalent to 
t, = t, = . . . = t, _1 = S, + 2s, ) 
u, = u2 =. . . = un2_, = s2. ) 
r = s + m(s, + 2s,) . 
The above factorization of A’ has the length 
s + s, + s2 + 1, +. . . + t, _, + u1 +. . . + u, _, = s + npl + 2n;s7 
1 _ ) 
and therefore L(A’) has the asserted form. 
Proof of (3). If 1 E L(A’), then I = s + n,s, + 2njs,, where S,S, ,s2 EN and 
r = s + (s, + 2s,)m. This implies s, + 2s, 5 [r/m], and since n; P n,, we obtain 
les+(s, +2 s n, =r-(.s, +2s,)(m-n,)Zr-(m-n,)* f . *) I 1 
If s, = [r/m], s2 =0 and s = r - rn. [r/m], then 1= r - (m - nl). [r/m], and 
therefore 
. 
This implies 
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I*..+(A)=h_li:.minL(A’)=I-y=:. 
Proof of (4). If I E L(A’), then I = s + rrl.s, + 2n3,, where s,s, ,sZ E N and 
r = s + (sl + 2s,)m. This implies s2 5 [r/2m], and since 11, 5 m, we obtain 
15 s + ms, + 24s, = r - 2ms, + 2n.$, 5 r + 2(n; - m) . 
[ I 
& . 
If s1 = 0, s2 = [r/2m] and s = r - 2m . [r/2m], then I = r + 2(4 - m). [r/2m], and 
therefore 
maxL(A’)=r+2(rr-m). k . [ 1 
This implies 
2(n; - m) 
~*(A)=!i_m_~*maxL(A’)=I+ 2m =s. 0 
Corollary 13. For every pair (cy, /3) of positive rational numbers satisfying CY 5 1~ 
p, there exists a Dedekind domain R with finite ideal class group and an irreducible 
element a E R such that (p,(a), p*(a)) = (a, /3). 
Proof. By Proposition 12, there exists a finite abelian group G and an irreducible 
block A E %3(G) such that (p*(A), p*(A)) = (a, p). By Claborn’s Realization 
Theorem [5, Theorem 15.181, there exists a Dedekind domain R with ideal class 
group G, such that every ideal class contains infinitely many prime ideals. By [6, 
Proposition 11, there exists an irreducible element a E R having factorizations of 
the same lengths as A E B(G) has, and therefore we conclude (p,(a), p*(a)) = 
(p*(A), p*(A)). 0 
Theorem 14. For a’,@ E [w, the following assertions are equivalent: 
(a) (Y, p E Q, and there exists an exists an integer n 2 1 such that 0 < (Y 5 n 5 f3. 
(b) There exists a monoid H and an element 1 # a E [Q(H)] such that q(H), is 
finite, and (p*(a), p*(a)) = (a, P). 
(c) There exists a finite abelian group G and a block 1# A E B’(G) such that 
(p*(A), p*(A)) = (o, P). 
(d) There exists a Dedekind domain R with finite ideal class group and an 
element a E R’\R” such that (p.,(a), p*(a)) = (a, f3). 
Proof. The implications (c) 3 (b) and (d) 3 (b) are obvious. 
(b) 3 (a) By Theorem 2, we obtain a,@ E Q,,. If a = u1 . . . . . u, is a factoriza- 
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tion of a into irreducibles (n E N,, ui E Q(H)), then 
9 Z*(u) 5 sup 5 Z*(ar) 1 r E N, 
i I 
5 /L*(a) = p . 
(a)+(c) Let KJIEN be minimal such that O<a~m+l~p<~. Then O< 
(Y - m i 1 5 p - m, and by Proposition 12 there exists a block B E $3(G) such 
that (p,(B), p*(B)) = (a - m, p - m). Then the block A = B.0”’ E %3(G) has 
the desired property. 
(c)+(d) This is proved exactly as Corollary 13. Cl 
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